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ABSTRACT
A  ccMPARlsoN  cF  pFRFom4ADce  oN  mro  ADolEScmIT  I.ENGtIACE  TESTs
(Fehary,  1985)
Stephanie Karm ifest,  B.S. ,  ifesterm Carolina University
M.A. ,  Apalachian State University
Thesis Chairperson:  ur.  R.  Jane Iieberman
The purpose of  this  study was  to examine  the  relationship of
prfo-ce on the Fullerton I.anguage nI
(Thorun`,    1980)  and  the  Clinical  Evaluation
for Adolesoents  (FLTA)
9£ _tryqu?9_e Fthctius
(CHF)   (Senel  &  Wiig,    1981).    In addition,    performance  on  these
tiro     language     tests   vas   oonpared   to   acadenic   grades     and
achievement   as measured by the California Achievement Test  (CAT)
(1977) .
The   subjects   were  30  sixth grade  students  selected  from   a
rural  elenentary school  located in the northwestern mountains   of
North   Carolina.    Their  ages ranged  from 11  years  6  months  to    12
years  5  Ironths  with a mean age  of  12  years  I  month.    The FTJTA and
the cnd?' were administered individually to each subject according
to  standardized procedures.
Performance  on the  ELIA,    the  CHE`,  academic  grades,  and  the
CAT  vas  analyzed  kyy means  of  the  Speanran Rank Ctrder    Correlation
Cc>efficient.    The intercorrelations alrong overall  perfomanoe   on
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these measures were all  positive and  significantly different  from
zero,    ranging fran a moderate degree of  correlation  (i =  .487,  a
=  . 003)  betireen  the CHF Processing  subtests  and  academic grades,
to  a marked  degree    of  Correlation    (i =  .849,    p =  .001)  between
the   overall  performance on  the CAT  and  the  FLTA.    This  suggested
that   performance on these measures is closely   associated;    that
is,  those  students who  scored high on one measure tended to  score
high on the  others,    and  conversely,  those who  scored  low  on   che
measure   also  scored  low on  the others.    Nevertheless,    when   the
frequency and proportion of  students who passed  and  failed   these
measures were  considered,  discrepant results vere observed  in  the
ray  students  perfonred  from one Treasure  to another.    Cm  the  FLTA,
30   percent of  the  students taking the test passed and 70  percent
failed,    whereas    on    the  CELF,  53  percent passed  and  47    percent
failed.    On    the CAT,    87  percent of  the  students  passed   and    13
percent   failed suggesting that students perfomed dif ferently on
the    FTITA,    the  cHJ3`,    and  the    CAT.    Moreover,    academic    grades
indicated  that all  students achieved at least average performance
in the  classrcxrr\.
These   results   appeared to indicate that students   attained
higher   performance  on achievement tests  and academic grades  than
their  performance  on adolescent  language  tests would  suggest.    on
the basis  of these findings,    it appeared that  students  performed
differently on  the  two adolescent  language tests,    an achievement
test,  and acadenic grades.
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Staten`ent  of  the  Problem
Adolescence   is   a   tine when  individuals  are   maturing   and
beocming   a   pact of  the adult   rorld.    Adolesoents   are    leaving
childhood   behind   and   are   developing   rrore   abstract   thiulcing
processes   than   the   concrete strategies which   they   relied   on
during  childhood  (Cock,    1979).    They  are  beccming  less  dependent
on     the    family   and   placing   more    jxportanoe   on     developing
relationships  and  a  support systen within the  peer group      (Cbck,
1979 ) .
Ccxparisons   of the  social  relationships of youngsters   wi.th
learning   disabilities   and   normally achieving   youngsters   have
shcNIi that those with  leaning disabilities are more likely to be
rejected     by   peers   and   are   considered   less   than     adequate
ocrminiaators  by others  (Brysn,    1977).    Adolescents who are  high
achievers   do   not   want to be associated   with   scmeone   who    is
considered different,  saneone who has  a  learning disability  (Cbck,
1979) .    Although adolesoents with  leaning disabilities  are  aware
of   their   deficiencies,    they may not be able to catpensate   for
then.  This may result in a distorted sense of self and failure to
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develop     the   ocxpetence   to   interact   with   and   control     the
environlinent    (Cc)ck,       1979).      Develaping    adequate    verbal    and
nonrverbal    commmication   skills  and adaptation   of    academic    or
vocational    tasks may ilTprove  the potential  of    language/learning
disabled     youngsters   for   self   actualization.     This   may     be
acconplished   through   vocational   and professional   pursuits   or
interpersonal  interactions  (Wiig,1976).
The ability to conmmicate effectively serves as a   stepping
stone   into the adult world.    Ithen adolesoents kncw that they  can
ccrmmiaate   an   idea   effectively by   holding   another   person's
attention,    they   develap  a  sense of  selfThrorth.    when  they   ]mow
that   a   message   is being understood   by   their   conversational
partners,   they are dencmstracing their ability to interpret both
verbal  and nonverbal  cues.  Adolesaents who have  language/leaning
disabilities   may not be avare of  these cues because of   problenrs
in   social   perception.   This   deficit lirits   their   ability   to
interpret   and   respond   apprapriately to   verbal   and   nonverbal
messages   (Wiig  &  Senel,1980).
Adolesoents   mist   be oclnpetent ccrmmicators  in   order   to
succeed in the rorld at  large and in the classrcom in particular.
The   serious   as   nell  as  subtle ccrmmication   problen\s   of    the
learning   disabled   adolescent may exacerbate   acadenic   problens
(  Ijeonard,      Prutting,      Perozzi,       &      Berkley,1978).      These
ccrmmiaation   deficits   interfere   wi.th the   intepretetion   and
production   of   messages and affect   leaning   and   interpersonal
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interactions  (Wiig  &  Seinel,    1980).    Any  aspect  of  learning which
requires   the   ability   to use  language may be   affected.    It   is
evident   fran the definition of  learning disabilities   in   Public
I.aw     94-142     that    individuals   who   have      specific      learning
disabilities   may also have problens with  language which will    in
turn affect their ability to listen,   think,   speak,  read,  write,
spell,  or  do  mather`atical  calculations   (U.S.O.E. ,   1979) .
ifeiner    (1974)  investigated the  influence of  early    language
problens  on  the academic  and social  skills of youngsters  later in
life.    In a  case  study of  a boy with a  severe  language delay,    he
found   that  the child's  peers  ignored him and that dependency   on
his    family   was greater than  that found with   most   adolescents.
"Indeed     the   pervasiveness   of   the   effects    of   his    language
deficiencies   vas   striking.     It   affected   his     caTmmication,
education,    and   social   adjustment    (resulting  in   his   relative
isolation  from his  peers)"     (Weiner,1974,  p.  210).
Research   focusing on the  language of  adolesoents has  lagged
far   behind   that undertaken with   younger   children.    A   prinary
reason   for   this seeming disinterest vas the   unavailability   of
standardized,    reliable,    and valid assessment devices that could
provide   a   canprehensive   view of adolescent    language behavior
(Harmill,    Brown,    I,arsen,    &    Wiederholt,1980).    Prior  to    the
enacrfent   of  Public I.aw  94-142 which mandated the   provision   of
services   for   the   handicapped  from 3  to 21  years   of   age,    fen
investigations     of     adolescent     language     develcpri`ent       vere
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undertaken.  In response to this mandate,  four adolescent  language
tests     were     independently   develaped   to     evaluate     specific
processing   and production problens  of  students fran the sixth to
the   twelfth   grades.    Three of  these   tests   provide   diagnostic
information focusing on the  language  strengths  and veaknesses  of
the   adolescent   while the fourth is a  screening   tool   used   for
identification and referral.
Because   these   tests were developed within months  of   each
other,  they have not been validated against one another.    Limited
studies   of  test validity,    hcnever,    have been conducted on each
individual    language   test.    Thorum  (1980)  examined   the    content
validity   and   construct  (diagnostic)  validity of  the
IJanqunge
Fullerton
Test  for  Adolesoend:s   (FljTA)   (Thar\m,   1980) .  Content
validity   was   examined kyy canparing  the  content of  the   FLTA   to
that   of   four   other   widely   used    language   tests.     CQnstruct
(diagnostic)  validity was determined by apelying a I test to   the
performance    of    t`ro   groups  of    adolesoents    on    the    FTJTA,    one
functioning in   the   regular classroan and the other   in   various
speci:1    education   classes.    The test authors   of   the   Clinical
Fivaluntion 9£    I.anguag_e Functicms   (CHF`)   (Ser`el &  Wiig,   1981)
established   concurrent   validity   of   their   test   by   canparing
perfomance     on   it     with   performance   on   existing   criterion
measures  of  speech and  language abilities.    This validation  study
was   undertaken   using   the test protcools of    30   children   with
language disabilities  in grades  five and  six.
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The   present   study  ooxpared  overall  performance  on  the  FT.IA
and   the CHF.    A high degree  of  correspondence  beti^reen   the   tro
would   indicate that it is possible to predict performance on one
test fran knowledge of performance an the other.    In a   cxpanion
study,      Heffron      (1982)    ocxpared   the   relationship   of     test
perf ormance   between   the Test   of   Adolescent
(Harmill    et    al.,1980)    and  the  F\illefton
hiquage    (Tug)
qugun9e  ¥  ¥
Adolesoents  (Thorurn,1980).  The  results  of  Heffron's   (1982)   study
indicated  significant correlations betireen overal 1 performance on
the   roEL   and  the  FLTA  (±=  .821,    p=    .000),    suggesting    that
performance  on  these  tests  is  similar.    Heffron  (1982)    cx)ncluded
that it res possible to predict the outoorne of perforlrance on one
test  fronL knowledge  of  perfom`anoe  on  the other.  Moreover,  it was
suggested that these tests Could be used interchangeably and that
they vere  good predictors  of  both acadenic performance and  school
grades.
Purpose g£ ±±± £±±=£±L
The   purpose   of   the   present  study   vas   to   examine   the
relationship   of   performance   on   the   ELTA   and   the   caIT.    In
addition,  performance on these tro  language  tests vas  catpared to
acadenic grades  and achievanent test performance.    As a result
of  these oonparisons,  the answers to the following questions vere
songht :
I.    Do   adolescent  language tests measure  the  same    language
skills?
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2.    Dc)   adolesoents  perform in  the  same way   on    adolescent
language tests?
3.    Do adolescent  language tests measure the  sane    language
skills as achievanent tests?
4.  Do adolescent  language  tests measure the  sane  language
skills taught in the classroom?
Iielhitatious
I.  This  study vas  limited  to 30  sixth grade  students  frurn a
rural  area  of  Ashe  county,  Nc>rth Carc>1ina.
2.    The testing protcool  involved individual  achinistration
of   the   FTIA and the CHF'   ky  the experimenters,    tro   graduate
students  in Speech Pathology,  who were assisted by six additional
examiners,  undergraduate  students  in Speech  Pathology.
I.indtations
I.  Generalizations  should be made with care from this  study
due to the  linited population tested.
2.    An order effect may have influenced test results   since
only     paltial   Counterbalancing   vas   achieved   in   the   testing
protocol  due to time constraints.
ass-cms
The  follcwhg assunquions vere made  in  the  study:
I.    That the researcher was qualified to administer,  score,
and interpret all testing procedures used in this study.
2.    That each eraminer administered and  scored the  language
tests according to deandardized procedures.
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Hypotheses
The   following hypotheses,    stated  in the  null    form,    vere
tested at the  .05  level  of  significance.
Ilo     I.      There   is  not a  significant   Correlation   between
overall  performance on adolescent  langunge tests.
HO    2.    There   is    not a    significant   Correlation   between
overall    performance   on adolescent  language tests   and   academic
grades.
2.I   There is not a significant correlation between overall
performance on  the ELTA and acadenic  grades.
2.2 There is not a significant correlation between   overall
performance  on the CHF`  and acadenic  grades.
Ilo   3.    There   is   not a    significant  'correlation   between
overall     performance   on   adolescent    language   tests   and     the
Gal ifornia Achievenent Test.
3.I   There is not a significant correlation between overall
perforlranoe  on the FLTA and  the California   Achievement Test.
3.2   There  is  Trot a significant correlation  between overall
perfo-ce on the OnF and  the California Achievenent Test.
Chapter  2
REVIEW  OF  RFIATED  IITTRATtJRE
what  is Adolescence?
In ifestem society,  adolesoenoe is reccquized as a  separate
stage of  life betveen childhood and adulthood which is distinctly
different  from these stages.  It  is defined more by peychological,
physiological,    and   sociological  factors  than   ky   chronological
age.    Adolescence  is  a transition period,  during which the person
is   supposed   to   mature   mentally,     physically,      erDtionally,
morally,    and  socially.  The  adolescent undergoes many  changes  and
experiences,  many ccnflicts  and frustrations  (Pilliteri,  1977) .
Adolesoenoe   begins   with   prbescenoe,    a period   of    rapid
physical   growth and maturation of repreductive   functioning   and
primary   and   secondary  sexual  characteristics.    The   normal    age
range   for   puberty is  10 to 16  for girls with an average age   of
12,    and    12  to  18  for  boys with  an average  age  of  14  (fapelia    &
ifendkos,    1978).    Puberty  is  acocxpanied by  an adolescent    growth
spurt   that   occurs  in girls betrreen the ages of  11 and    13,    and
boys  between  13  and  15  I/2   (Papalia  &  Wendkos,     1978) .  Many  young
adolescents    appear  awlrard because of  these grCh^7th   spurts.    The
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milestones of physical  developreut during the adolescxmt   period,
therefore,    are   the   onset of puberty and the cessation of   body
grcwh.
`       Erikson      (1968)      believes    the      necessary      outcone     of
adolescence   should   be identity.    By this he means  that a   clear
sense of  'twho  one  is"  and  "what  one  is",  is  the  adolescent's rrost
inportant develcprnental  task.    Conflicts with parents,  peers,  and
other   pressures   can make it difficult' for   adolesoents   not   to
confuse   their   Cwm   sense   of  self with what   others    expect   or
imagine.
The ultimate aim of  the adolescent  is  independence  f ron the
family.    The desire to be  independent is  fierce,    yet the need to
be    loved   and   cared    for    is    also    intense      (Mcleod,      1974).
Adolescents  long to be  selfrdirecting,    however,  they do  trot knCh7
what direction to take.    They vronder if  they will  be able  to deal
with   the   harsh realities of  life and the vrorld and `rorry a   lot
about failing.
It   is   betireen   the years of  6  and  12   that   lrost   of   the
process  of  socialization  occurs  (Mcl.eod,    1974).  Youngsters  learn
the   rules of behavior necessary for  living with the peaple   they
find around then.  Adolesoents  trust their peers not to treat then
like   children,    so   they   spend lunch tine   with   their   friends,
engaged   in   group and armunal  activity.    Girls  and boys   beeone
increasingly irrterested in one another at about 11 years of   age,
hcnever,    at   this age,    they are particularly insecure and   they
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remaLin    divided    by    sexes    (Mcl.eod,       1974).    The    clique    gives
adolescents   status  and a means of defining themselves.    It  is  ''a
handle"  they can hold on to while  shaping an  identity.
FTon   about   the  age  11  or  12,    adolesoents  are  capable   of
systematic experiJnentation  (Mcl.eod,    1974).  Given  a problen,  they
can   consider all  possible ccfroinations of events   and   eliminate
all   the   cfroinaticms   that   are irrelevant to   the   task   until
discx)vering the Correct one.  This creates the ability to consider
hypethetical  propositions and to reason.  For exarTple,  adolesamts
may Consider what the rorld \rould be  like without cars.    when the
hypothetical   can   be canprehended,    the   ability   to   understand
abstract principles  folloms.    This  leads  adolesoents to deal with
abstractions   in   their  Cwm  lives  such as  conformity and   ethics.
They can integrate what they have  learned in the past with   their
problens   of  the present and their planning  for the   future.    The
interaction     of     these   factors    (systenatic     experimentation,
hypothetical   reasoning,     the   ability   to   understand   abstract
principles,  and to integrate what they have  learned)  brings  about
the maturation of cognitive structures.
!E±± e=± ±E± Corponents ef Adolescent m9uage_?
As   young adolesoents'  cognitive  structures begin to mature
the  jmediate kncwledge of  langunge wi.thout  the  cmscious  use   of
reasoning   beocnes   possible.    Betireen    10  and  12  years    of    age,
adolesoents   enter   the period  labeled by Piaget    (1959)    as   the
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Formal    Operations   Period.      During   this   period,    phonola3ical
aoquistions   occur including the mastery of rrorphophonemic rules.
"These   rules  accx)unt for  the changes  in meaning brought about by
changing  sounds  or  intonation"   (Borden  &    Elarris,    1980,    p.    7).
M)rphaphonenic rules of  language are acquired and adolesoents
learn   that   they can ndulate the.meaning of   rords--"wife"  can
beoone  "wives",    "electric"  Can beccme  "electricity",    and    "yes"
can be  expressed as  "yes?".
Cbrresponding   to   the   phonological   developrient   of   this
period  is gralmatical  develcprnent.    Adolesoents  beoone  capable of
thinking   about what can be  said and what cannot be   said.    Their
growth   tchrard   physical  maturity,    then,    is   acocxpanied   by   a
Corresponding     develcpent   in   language   structure    (O'Donnell,
Griffin  &  Norris,  1967) .
O'honnell  et al.     (1967)  irIvestigated the  language  skills of
30   children   enrolled in kindergarten and 30  children each   fran
the   first,    seoand,   third,    fifth,   and the seventh   grades   in
Murfreesboro,    Tennessee.    O'Donnell    et    al.     (1967)    found    the
following     characteristics   to   be   exerplary   of   the   language
production   of   the  10  to 12 year olds:    a reduced   incidence   of
garbles  (false starts,    abncmnal  redundancies,  and irord tangles) ;
an   increase  in sentencerochoining transforlTations;    main   clause
coordinations;       and     ncminal,      adverbial,      and     coordinated
cmstructions   wi.th a significant  increase of ncminals  Containing
adjectives     and   prepositional    phrases   by   the   age     of     11.
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Significant   increases   in the frequency of   coordinate   noninals
vrere   also   noted at about this age,    and there   vas   an   overall
increase   im   the use of  sentence adverbials.    Of  the   structures
used   by this  age g]:o\p,    85%  contained  the  subject-verb and   the
subject-verbrobject sequence  (O 'Dormell  et al. ,  1967) .
toban    (1963)    also   reported on  the  growth     of    children's
language,  drawing  his  analysis  frcm  language  salTples  taken over  a
13  year  period  from the  sane  211  children  in Cfakland,  California.
This   longitudinal  study vas initiated when  the children   entered
kindergarten and ended at  18 years  of  age  or at graduation.  At  10
to  12  years  of  age,    these  youngsters  could  frame  hypotheses    and
inagine   their   oonsequenoes.      Syntactically,    they   vere   using
ccxplex   sentences.    They  had acquired the transformational  rules
for   ehoedding one  sentence  into another.    They used   subordinate
clauses     introduced     by   Connectives     like:      provided     that,
nevertheless,    or unless.    Auxilary verbs  such as might,    should,
and   Could     appeared   more frequently   in   their    language,    but
distinguishing the past,  past present,  and present perfect tenses
of   the   verb proved difficult.    Almost none of  these   yc7ungsters
used the expanded  forms  of past perfect and  future perfect.  toban
(1963)  described  all  these  youngsters as  showing an  increased  use
of  longer ccrminication units  and  subordinate adjectival  clauses.
In addition,  nouns modified by a participle or participial  phrase
appeared   more frequently and the gerund   phrase,    the   adverbial
infinitive,  and the coordinate predicate vere used more often.
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E i Validity?
Validity refers to the extent to which a test rreasures   what
it   claims   to measure.    when evaluating   assessment   tools,    the
advantages   and disadvantages of each must be considered so   that
the   lrost   likely   to   yield data of   adequate   validity   may   be
selected.     This     validation     of   test   scores     irlvolves     the
investigative       process       of     gathering     information       about
appropriateness   of    test    inferences      (Anastasi,      1976).      All
procedures   for determining test validity are concerned with   the
relationships   between performance an the test and   independently
observable     facts   about   the   behavior   characteristics     under
consideration.    Specific   aspects of the test validation   process
have   been   classified by the American Psychological   Association
(1974)    jn     Standards  for Fflucational ep£   Psychological   Pests
under   three principal  categories:     content validity,    crmstruct
validity,  and criterion related validity.
Content   validity   is most oamonly evaluated for   tests   of
skill    or kncwledge.    It  involves the  systenaLtic   examination   of
test   Content   to   determine whether it covers   a   representative
sample    of  the behavior  dcmain to be measured    (Anastasi,    1976).
The   behavior   dcmain tested must be systenatically   analyzed   to
insure that all major aapects are Covered by the test items.    The
establislrment of content validity requires a clear definition   of
what the Content is  by eramining the aExprapriateness of  the  items
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included     and   insuring   a ccmplete  saxple of   these   itens.    Tb
increase   the   likelihood   of   adequate   content   validity,    test
authcffs lmst a)nstrmct a test that measures  the desired   Content
ip   the   desired ray  (Salvia  &  ¥sseldyke,1981).    Face   validity
involves   a  judgerent which suggests that  the requirenents   of   a
test     merely   appear   to   be   relevant    (American   Psychological
Association,    1974).    This  is  not validity in  the technical  sense
and   is   not Content validity.    face validity   involves   observer
judgenent   in   which   the   observer   functions   as   a     measuring
instrument. wi.th the  judgements being the readrout.
Cbnstruct   validity   is   the extent to which a test   may   be
said   to   measure   a   theoretical    oonstruc±    (Anastasi,      1976).
Exaxples of  such constmcts  are intelligence,    verbal  flueney,  or
mechanical  oortprehension.    Construct validity  is  inferred when   a
test   is   evaluated   in   light of   the   specified   oonstmct.   Tb
validate   a   Construct,    it   is necessary to   rely     on   indirect
evidence     and   inference.     Specific   techniques   suitable     for
construct      validation   include   age     differentiation,     factor
analysis,    and internal  consisteney.  Age differentiation is  based
on   the   notion that if certain abilities  such   as   language   use
ilrprove     wi.th   age,     then   test   scores   should   reflect   those
increases.    Basic also to this notion is sequential  patterring of
develcprrent.    For exaltple,  if three  levels of mastery exist on an
individual    language   test and children exhibit mastery of   level
three,    then it can be ass\med that they have mastered levels one
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and tro.    The major purpose of  factor analysis  as a technique   of
cxmstnict   validation is to sirplify the description of   behavior
by reducing the behavioral  danain to a  fen oonmon  factors.
Finally,    the   application of  intermal  Consistency   involves   the
correlation   of  subtest scores with total  scores,   characterizing
the balaviorial  dclnain sarpled Py the test.
Criterion related validity indicates the effectiveness of a
test     in   predicting   an   individual's   behavior   in     specified
situations   where   performance   is checked   against   a   criterion
(Anastasi,  1976) .  This  applies when  inferences  are made  fran test
scores   about   an   individual's   most   probable   standing   on     a
criterion.   The   criterion is a direct independent measure of the
behavior   which   the test is designed to   predict.    The   American
Psychological   Association    (1974)  test   standards   differentiate
betveen   predictive   and   concurrent validity   on   the   basis   of
texpral     relations   between   criterion   and   test.     Predictive
validity   indicates   the eatent to which an   individual 's   future
level   on   a criterion can be predicted f ram knowledge   of   prior
test   performance   and   involves a   time   interval   during   which
sanething   may   change.    Concurrent   criterion   related   validity
refers   to   how accurately a person's current test score   can   be
used to estimate the current criterion score.  Concurrent validity
is   relevant   to tests  enpleyed for diagnoses of existing   status
rather than prediction of  future outcane  (Anastasi,  1976) .
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die Adolescmt hi9uage Tests  Valid?
Heffron        (1982)      oeripared     the    relationship     of     test
performance      alrong    the Test   of   Adolescent
(IIarmill      et   al.,      1980)    the    Fullerion
Adolescents       (FIJTA)     (Thorurn,
_tryguag_e      (Ton)
IJanguage  ¥   ±
1980),      acadenic    grades,      and
California   Achieverent    Test    (CAT)   (1977)  scores    on    the    salne
30     sixth   grade  subjects  in the  present  study.    The   data   vere
analyzed   using   the Pearson Product Monent Correlation   and   the
Spearman   Rank Order Correlation Coefficient.
when   the  Pearson Prafuct Manent correlation vas  applied   to
performance     on   the   roAL   and   the   FLTA,      a   high     positive
relationship     vas   revealed    (I =.821).     This     significant
Correlation between overall  performance  on the  "AL and  the   FTITA
appeared to   indicate that these tests evaluated language in   the
same way.    Therefore,    Heffron  (1982)  concluded that these    tests
Could   be  used  interchangeably and that  performance on each  cx>uld
be expected to be  similar.
Tb   test   the   relationship among total  performance   on   the
TQAL,       the    ELTA,      and    academic    grades,      the    Spearman    Rank
Chder   Correlation Coefficient vas applied.    Although significant
Correlations   at   the    .05  level  vrere obtained   betireen   the   tiro
language   tests   and academic grades,    the   correlations   between
performance  in  the  classrooni and overall  performance on  the    TQAL
(r    =.348)  and  the  FTJTA  (r  =  .383)  mere  low.    Therefore,     it    was
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speculated   that   other   aspects   of   language   arts   vere   being
elinphasized   in the classroom rather than those evaluated   on   the
TonL and  the  FTffA.  dscording to  Heffron  (1982),  the TonL    appears
to     be   testing   overall   cognitive   abilities   not   exclusively
language   arts.
ire   relationship   of   overall  performance on the   CAT   with
overall    performance    on  the TOIL  (I =  .580),    and  the  FTITA  (I =
.795)      vas      evaluated   using    the      Pearson     Prcxluct     Monent
Correlation.    This   analysis revealed significant correlations at
the  .05  level  for all  three tests.    ifeffron  (1982)  suspected that
the  areas  of  language  being tested by the  roAL and  the  FTJTA   mere
representative   of   the  language skills  required  in the   academic
areas   of  Social  Studies,    mther\atics,    and Science,    since   the
Correlations  among these  areas  of  the  CAI',  the  FLTA,  and  the TonL
appeared   higher.      It   was   Concluded,      therefore,      that     the
adolescent     language   tests   vere   good   predictors   of   overall
achievenient  on  the  CAT.
The    Conclusions  dravli by lieffron  (1982)  appear  to   be,    for
the most part,    urtwarranted.    If  Heffron  (1982)  had  examined    the
passing   and   failing rates for each of  the   adolescent   language
tests  and  the CAT,  significant discrepancies  in performance \rould
have   been   observed.    The rassrfeil  rates  show that 27%    of    the
subjects  passed  the roAL  and  73%  failed;    while  on  the  FIJTA,    30%
passed   and  70%  failed.    These results  show that more   youngsters
failed   these   adolescent   language tests than is typical   of   an
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unselected population.    Even though  the  correlaticms  suggest that
these tests  evaluate the  sarie areas of  language,    and performance
on   each is  similar,    the Pass/Fail  rates seem to   indicate   that
these   tests   are tco difficult even for youngsters   with   normal
language  skills.
In addition,    these results  suggest that adolescent  language
tests   do   not   measure  the same  language  skills   thought   to   be
jJTpertant   in  the  classrcxm.    This  beccmes  evident when   academic
grades   are   aHtpared to adolescent  language   test   scores.    That
other   aspects   of    language arts  are   being   enphasized   in   the
classroon than those tested on the roAL and  the FITA is  s\ppofted
by   better   grades   and   higher   achievenent   test   scores     than
adolescent   language   test scores   could   suggest.    Contradictory
results  presented by the rassrfeil  rates  for the FT]TA,    the TOEL,
and   the  CAT make it  impossible to conclude that these adolescent
language tests are goes predictors of overall  achievement  on   the
CAT.    The  PassAail  rates  are ITRAch  better  for  the  CHT with  87%  of
the    subjects   passing   the test and   only    13%    failing.    Again,
youngsters   are   doing   much better on achievement tests  than   on
adolescent  language tests.
E-
As  youngsters  enter adolesoenoe,  they experience periods  of
intellectual,    social,    and   pkysical  change.    AcoerTpanying these
transitional periods of overall develqu`ent   are changes in their
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1angunge   skills.      They   are   acquiring   morphophonenic     rules,
ira:easing   the   length   and cxplexity   of   their   ccm"nication
units,    and broadening the  content of  the  language  they use.  Even
adolesoents     wi.th   norm`al    language   abilities   have   adjustment
problens during this period of development,  but  language/learning
disabl`ed adolesoents may have an abundance of difficulties.  Their
language   disabilities   can   only   ooxplicate   any   developrrental
adjustment     problems   they   may   be   experiencing.      It   is   the
responsibility of the  speech-language clinician to identify these
language/learning       disabled   youngsters,     to   evaluate     their
specific   language disabilities,    and to establish a   program   of
intervention.    This   process of  identification,    evaluation,    and
intervention   is possible when individual  language   measures   are
available that provide specific information necessary for precise
measurenent   of   adolescent   language   skills.     Clinicians   rust
evaluate   the   validity   and   reliability of any   test   they   are
considering   for use.    only through careful  examination of   these
f actors   can   they avoid erroneous   interpretations   and   perhaps
harmful  decisicns  (ifeiner  &  Hooch,  1973) .  In particular,  the  type
and   degree of validity should be a major  oancem in selecting   a
test.  For these reasons,  to insure that individual  language tests
measure the  skills they purport to measure,  the  test user must be
familiar   wi.th   all  of their   psychcnetric   characteristics,   but
especially with their validity.
Chapter  3
irmaoDS  AND      OcElx]Rrs
Subjects
The   subjects   in   this  study were  30  sixth   grade   students
selected     frcm   a   rural   elementary   school    located     in     the
northvestern lrountains of  ltofth Carolina.    Their ages  ranged  frcm
11    years    6    rronths  to  12  years  5  months  with a mean  age    of    12
years    1  lronth.    T`o obtain these  30  participants,    60  Cbnsent   to
Test    forms  (See Appendix A)  vere  sent horre tc> the parents  of  the
students  fran the  tro  sixth grade  classroans.    Thirty-nine    (65%)
of   the  forms were returned,    granting permission to   test.    FTan
these,    30  students v\7ere  selected  at randari to cxxprise  the  study
saxple.    Twenty-five   of the subjects participating in this  study
agreed   to   submit   their  academic grades   and   achievement   test
scores   for examination while the renaining  five   subjects   rroved
frcm the  school  district before these  scores a)uld be cfotained.
Because   the residents of  this  County tend to   be   isolated
geographically   and culturally front the renainder of  the   state's
inhabitants,    a   oonpaLrison of  the major denographic  features   of
these       residents     with     statewide     characteristics       seened
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apprapriate.  Approxinately  84% of  the county residents  are native
North Carolinians,    nearly twice the nulTber for  the entire state.
of  those  county residents who were  25  years  of  age or  older,    41%
graduated   front   high   school   with  the median   number   of   years
ccxpleted being  10.7.  In the state of Nc>rih Carolina,  high  school
graduates   caprised  54%  of  the  pqpulation and  the median   mud)er
of  years  ccxpleted  in  school  vas  12.2.  Eoononic  conditions  in the
county appear depressed in oonparison to the statevide  situation.
Over    19%    of    the  families  in  the  County   have   been   designated
"poverty status"  while only 11%  of  those  living  in the  state have
been  so assigned.    In  1979,    the median  incone of  families  living
in    the  county vas  approximately  $11,835  oonpared  to  S16,792    for
other   North Carolina families.    Inhabitants of  the   County   earn
their   livings   prinarily   through   `rork in   light   industry   and
service occupations  (Nc>rth Carolina  State Govemnent   Statistical
Abstract,1984).
ifethcds
The     experimenters,      tiro   graduate   students    in     Speech
Pathology,     vere   self-trained   in   the   administration   of   the
Clinical   E`raluation of9£ try_quag_e
1981)    and    the    F\illerton Test
Functions  (CHF)   (Senel  & Wiig,
for  Adolescents     (FTflA)     (Thorim,
1980).    Six additioml  examiners,    all  undergraduate  students    in
Speech   rathology,   vere   given a training session in which   they
vieired a videotape of administrative prcoedures  for both the CHF`
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and   the ELTA.    Scoring techniques vere  then explained   for   each
test   and trainees vere required to administer and score portions
of   each   test.    Upen   ccxpletion   of   these   exercises,    it   res
determined   that   each trainee onild   accurately   administer   and
score both  the CHF'  and  the  HJTA.
The OuF  and  the  FIJTA were  administered  individually to each
subject.    The   individual    administration   of  the   FTJTA   tcok   45
minutes   per   subject   and the OnF' vas  given  in  68   minutes   per
subject.  In a  ocxpanion  stlidy  (Heffron,  1982)    the  tro  individual
subtests   of  the Test of Adolescent Iangunge   (TOAL)     (Harmill    et
al. ,  1980) ,  speaking/Vocabulary  and  speaking/grammar  tcok  5  to  10
minutes   per  subject while the rer`aining  six  subtests were   given
to   all  30  subjects  in a group,    taking  approximately tiro   hours.
Tbtal   testing     time   perstudent   for   all     four     tests     vas
approxinately four hours.
The    order  of  testing  (See Appendix  8)  shows  that  11     (37%)
Qf  the  30  students vere given the OnF` as  their  f irst test and  19
(63%)    were   given  the CHE'  as  their  fourth  test.    The    ELIA   was
administered to  17  (57%)  of  the  30  students  as  their  first   test,
10    (33%)  as    their  second  test,-and  three  (10%)  as    their    third
test.    The  t`ro individual  subtests  of  the TOAL vere   administered
tQ    two  (7%)  of  the  30  students`  as  their  first  test,    20  (67%)  as
their   second   test,    and eight  (27%)  as  their   third   test.    The
renaining  six subtests of  the rdAL were given to all  30   students
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in  a  group,    with  19  (63%)  receiving the TQAL as  their  third test
and  11  (37%)  receiving  it  fourth.
mstJ-ts
The Ful letton _hi9unge
The Ful lefton
Test  for  Adolesoents  (FTITA)
IJan9uage Test  for Adolescents  (HffA)   (Thoruri,
1980) ,    evolved out  of  the Ccrmmicatively Handicapped Adolescent
Papulation   Project   which   had   as   its   prinary   mandate,      the
development   of a  speech and language program for  the   adolescent
population  (Thorun,    1980).  one  of  the aspects  of  the  project vas
to   develop   a   language test that could help   to   determine   the
senantic   and  syntactic deficiencies of  the adolescent.    A   field
study  edition developed  in  1977  and administered to  an adolescent
papulation    (Thorun,      1980)    was    refined   and   appears    as    the
experimental  edition  of  the  ELTA  (Thorum,  1980) .
The   ELTA   is   divided into   eight  subtests:    (a)    Auditory
Synthesis;     (b)    M]rphology  Gcmpetenoe;     (c)  Ctral    Ccrmands;     (d)
Cbnvergent     Production;        (e)      Divergent       Production;        (f )
Syllabication;     (g)  Grarm`atic  Ccxpetence;  and  (h)  Idions  (Thorurn,
1980).    The   Oral    Ccmands  and    Syllabication    subtests    examine
receptive   language and the six other subtests examine expressive
language.    For   a   description of  the   individual    subtests,    see
apF-C.
The    scoring protocol  on  the  ELTA gives  a  (I)  for  a  Correct
response and  (0)  for an  incorrect response.    flan the  raw   scores,
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Thorun    (1980)    developed a performance  profile which  is    divided
into   three   levels:    (a)  Ccmpetenoe  level-capable of  doing   the
paJticular   skill;    (b)  Instrmction  level-has  the needed   skills
for   the   task but needs   further   instruction;    (c)    Fmstration
level---does  rot exhibit the  skills necessary to perfom\ the task,
so  instruction should begin at a basic  level.
There    is   no   evidence which  suggests  that   the   FLTA   vas
derived    front   any particular  theory or model    of    language.    The
author   of   the test developed it through expirical   research   on
adolescent  language.    Tto of the  subtests,  however,  divergent  and
cx>nvergent   prcxfrotion,      are  similar to oanponents of
Structure of  Intellect Mc>del
Cinilford 's
(Guilford,  1967) ,  but  there  is  no
evidence to show that the author of  this test used this model   as
a basis,
Thorun  (1980)  evaluated the content validity as well  as the
orlstrmct    (diagnostic)  validity for the FLTA.    Cbntent   validity
vas    justif led   by oonparing the content of  the  FTJTA to   that   of
four   other   language   tests.   With  the exception   of   the   Idian
subtest,    the   content   of  these instruments vas  raported   to   be
sirdlar.
Tb determine  Construct  (diagnostic)  validity,    a t test vas
aplied   to the  scores of t`ro groups of   adolescents,    one   group
functioning   in   the regular classroan and one group   in   various
special  education classes.   me results of the analysis  indicated
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that   the   ELTA   vas   a   good   identifier   of   those   individuals
experiencing difficulty with  language  skills  (Thorun,1980).
Thorun  (1980)  also established  the reliability of  the   ELTA
through   the use of  a Coefficient of  stability using   the   Kuder-
Richardson   formula.    The coefficients of  stability   resulted   in
values   ranging from  .70  to  .80 which indicated that the  items  in
each   subtest tended to ccnsistently measure adolescent   language
processes  (Thorun,1980).
Clinical  E`raluation 9£ I.angua_ge
The Clinical  E`raluation of
Functicns  (calF )
Functions   (CEIF)   (Senel
&      Wiig,       1981)    vas    developed    as    an    outgrch7th    of      formal
investigations     of     the   nature   and   prevalence   of     leaning
disabilities    (Wiig  &  Senel,    1980).    The  general  purpose  of    the
CHF'   is to provide differentiated measures of selected   language
functicms  in  the  areas  of phonology,    syntax,    senantics,  ITrmory,
and   vrord  finding and retrieval.    These Ireasures were designed to
probe   specific  language processing and production   abilities   of
children with  language disabilities  in grades  K through 12    (Wiig
&  S-1'  1980).
The   On.F   features  six subtests  ccmprising   the   processing
oarponent,    and five  oclTprising  the  production  cxHTpenent.  The  six
subtests which measure prcoessing are:    (a)  Processing   Vtrd   and
Sentence  Structures;     (b)  Hooessing Word Classes;   (c)  Processing
I.inguistic     Concepts;        (d)      Hocessing     Relationships       and
Ambiguities;    (e)  Hocessing Chal  Directions;    and  (f )  Processing
William  Iieonard  Eury
Appalachian  Collection
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Spoken   Paragraphs.    The five  subtests  involved  in the production
oa(ponent   of  the CHF`  ilrolude:     (a)  Producing Word   Series;     (b)
Producing     Names     on     Confrontation;        (c)      Producing     tord
Associations;      (d)    Producing   Model    Sentences;     (e)    freducing
Formilated    Sentences;     (f)    Processing  speech   Sounds;    and    (g)
Producing peech Sentences.   For a description of  the   individual
subtests,  see Appendix D.
The CHF' v`7as designed  to be  administered  individually.    Ten
of   the   subtests   are   untjmed and are  scored   for   accuracy   of
response.    Three   of  the other subtests,    Producing ltord   Series,
Producing     Names     on     Confrontation,        and     Producing     tord
Associations,    are   timed   and assess the  speed   or   quantity   of
responses  as well  as accuracy.
Scoring   principles   for each subtest are described in   the
Diaqrrostic Battery Ecaminer's Manual  and irere  follch7ed   in   this
study.      Overall     scores   for   the   processing   canponents     and
production   carpc>nents Tray be  cxHvputed  f run  scores  on    individual
subtests .
The   current  standardization  sample  (OulF tjpdate  Ill,  1983)
for   the OnF`  included  I,378 normal  students  in grades  K   through
12  who were:   (a)  placed  in a regular  classroan;   (b)  not receiving
special   education   or   related   services;      (c)   not   exhibiting
handicaps  or deficits;  and  (d)  considered by their teachers  to be
of   average   intellectual   ability.     The   sexual,     racial,   and
2:I
geographic   characteristics   of  the salxple   closely   approxjmated
1980  Census  Data.
to   establish Concurrent validity of  the CELF,    corTprisons
of   performance   on the Diagnostic Battery   with   perf ormance   on
existing criterion measures of speech and  language abilities vere
rude,    based   on the test protocols of 30 children with   leaning
disabilities.   All   of   the children in the  sample   attended   the
fifth   and sixth grades  in a suburban middle class public  schcol.
The   children ranged  in age  from  12  years  2  Ironths  to  12    years
7  Ironths,  wi.th a Irean  age  of  12  years  4  Ironths.
The   speech   and   language   tests   selected   as     criterion
measures   vrere the:    (a)  verbal  subtests  of  the  Illinois Test   of
cholin stic Abilities  (ITPA)  (Kirk, Mcfartky,  &  Kirk,   1968)
and    (b)  selected verbal  subtests  of the Detroit E± ± Learning
Aptitude      (rmA)     (Baker    &    I-eland,      1967)    including     Verbal
CPposites,    Social   Adjustment,    and Auditory Attention span   for
unrelated   v`rords   and   related    syllables.    These   treasures   mere
selected   on   the   basis of their  oonmon usage and   relative   age
apprapriateness .
The   Correlation Coefficient  for all  subtests of   the   OrJ}'
vvi.th    the   verbal  subtests  of  the  ITPA and with  the rmtA was    .87
and  .52,    reapectively.    For the processing  subtests  of  the   CHJ?`
and the verbal  subtests of the ITPA,    the correlation ocefficient
vas  .56,    v`hereas  for  the production subtests  of  the OuF' and the
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verbal    subtests   of   the   ITPA and   the   rm.A,    the   correlation
Coefficients vere  .83  and  .50,  respectively.
Stability   of   performance   vas established for   the   total
battery     of   ChlF   subtests   and   for   individual   subeests     by
achinistering the battery twice with a  six week interval   betireen
tests.    The   salTple  Contained  30  randcmly selected,    acadenically
achieving   children   wi.th noln`al  language   developrrent.    All    the
children attended the  sane suburban school  in grade  tiro and their
ages    ranged  front 8  years  3  months  to  8  years  6   months,    wi.th   a
mean  age  of  8  years  5  months.
All     test-retest     reliability   coefficients     (i)     proved
significant   at the  .011evel.    The correlation coefficients    (I)
for   individual    subtests   ranged frcm  .56  to    .98.    to   be   most
reliable,    the CHF' should be administered as a total  battery   or
in     sections      (Prcoessing   or   Production).     The     correlation
Coefficient   for the entire battery vas  .96.    For the   processing
and production subtests,    the correlation Coefficients   vere    .93
and  .89,  respectively.
halysis e£ P±
Tb   caxpare   the   relationship of perforlnanoe   on   the   two
adolescent   language tests,
Functias (Sgrel  &  Wiig,
the Clinical E`raluation of
1981)  and  the Fullefton
IJangua9_e
IJan-e  E±
for   Adolescents  (Thor`m,    1980),    the data were  suhoitted   to   a
Spearman Rank Cnder Cclfrelation Coefficient and tested at the  .05
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level.       A   similar   analysis   was   performed   to   examine     the
relationship   between   language test performnoe and   achieverrent
test   performance,    and    language test performance   and   academic
grades.
drpter 4
Rrsulirs  AND  ARALysls
Results
The   results   of  individual  performance on   two   adolescent
language tests,    acadenic grades,  alrd achievenent test scores  are
presented  in TalDles  I  through  5.
As    is    shown   in   Table  I,    overall  performance   on       the
Ful 1efron hi9ua9e  ng ± Adolesoents     (FIITA)     (Thorun,     1980)
ranges    frcm    60    to  188  with  a mean  of    141.07    and   a    standard
deviation   of  27.80.    In Table  2,    the overall  raw scores on   the
Hcxsessing
Functions
subtests   of   the   Clinical   E`raluation 9£  mquage
(OnF)   (Semel  &  Wiig,     1981)  range  frcm  177  to  267  with
a   rrean of  234.4  and a  standard deviation of    22.42,    whereas    in
Table   3,    the overall  raw scx)res  on the OnF' Production  subtests
range    frun    91    to  239  wi.th a mean  of  175.33    and    a    standard
deviaticm  of  41.38.
Performance    on  the  Califomia Achievclnent  Thest  (CAT)   (1977)
is  presented in Table  4.    Overall  scaled  scores range  from 365  to
613  vdth  a mean  of  494.80  and a  standard deviation  of  60.75.  This
is   equivalent to a  range  in peroentile rank f rorn the  2nd to   the





Individual Scores  on  the  FLTA
Subtests





















16           16          28           36
9             5           14           31
14           18           28           38
16           19           35           56
15           14           24           45
12             9          20          29
13           14           29           27
13           16          28          49
11           12          28           43
16           16          28           46
17           16          28           25
15           19          35          39
17          14          28          43
17          20          34          34
15           18          30           47
18           17           32           39
13           17          30           32
18           17           31           41
16           17          37          40





















14           4           142
18           0              86
16           4           134
17           4           183
14           5           131
10           1              97
14           5           126
17           2            141
12           9           129
16           3           154
15           3           127
17           7           160
16           5           143
17           6           161
15           3           144
15           5           155
17           4           135
16        10           161
17           3           164
13          4             60
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Table  1  (continued)
Individual Scores  on  the  FI+TA
Subtests











12          15          27
16           15           35
19           20          38
17           15           31
14          10          27
15            1`7            25
16          13          27
20          16          40










15             8          24          31             15
18           4           129
18           9           169
18         10           185
16           7           148
16           6           129
19           7           151
16           8           165
19           9           188
13           3           113
17          4           122
Fdrge         3-18       6-20     5-2010-4011-56     0-2010-19  0-10     60-188
riean             9.9714.8714.93   28.57     38.6313.115.87   5.13141.07
S.D.             4.50        2.86     3.47     6.25        9.50     4.35        2.04   2.56        27.80
ELTA:  FLillerton  I.anguage  test  for  Adolescents
AS:  Auditory  Synthesis
re :  torphology Ccxpeteney
ac:  Ch:al  Gcrmands
CP :  Cbnvergent  Production
DP:  Divergent  Hoduc±ion
SY:  Syllabication
GC:  Grartnatic  Cfropeteney




Individual Scores On -ssing Subtests  of  the CFIF
Subte sts                                     Total
.-----          I        ------ = ---- i  .           -=--       i i ==-_ _ _ ___




















43          42          58
21           40          44
38           43          46
42          42          60
25          44          47
30          42          43
35           41          45
36          42          42
40           41           49
39          42          55
27          37          53
43           44          58
39          44          62
40          44          53
40          42          56
44          42          51
32          44          48
41           44          62
40          39          51
22          14          227
24           12           177
22           16           209
48          29          267
41           16           218
34           11           200
43           13           219
44           15           219
40           13           229
41           21           241
43           18          226
46          21          259
48          25          260
48           19           248
48          20          252
50           18          251
34          24          228
48           18          257






















Table  2  (continued)
Individual Scores on  Prcx3essing Subtests of  the onF
==-_ _ =_ ------- =-.-==-= ---- =L .----------------------------------- ='-_--
Subtests                                            Tbta 1












20          40            33
39          44             54
40          44             60
42          44             58
43          38            45
40          38             45
42             42          58
44             42          54
37            44          57
28             41          44













239                40
263                90
250                70
232                30
223               20
252                75
247                60
266                95
2075
234               35
rmge      34-49    20-41    37-44    33-62    22-50    11-29    177-267         5-95
rfeari          43.57     37.10     41.87     51.37     41.37     18.77       234.4          44.17
S.D.             3.68        6.70      `2.01        6.90        7.86        5.06          22.42        30.79
CHJ3`:  Clinical  Evaluation of I.anguage Functicns
PENSS:  Processing ltord and Sentence  Structure
PRne:    Processing ltord Classes
IRIC:    Processing Iinguistic Cbncepts
PRRA:    Processing Relationships  and froiguities
PRCD:    Processing  Chal  Directions
PRSP:    Processing  Spcken Paragraphs
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Table`  3
rmvidunl Scores EToduc±ion  Subtests  of  the OulF
S\fotes t                                        Tbta I
_   i_   =  ==.-==  I_.   _==_   .   =  .       I          -i_


























































181                   35
915
175                   30
213                  85
1265
925
202                 75
186                  40
1025
194                   55
152                   15
201                  75
208                  80
181                   35
218                  90
211                   80
166                   25
194                  55
216                  85
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Table` 3  (continued)
Individual Scores Production  Subtests of  the OuJ3`
==-I-=--= ------- T -------- I ----------------------- i--  _=== _ ==-=
Subtes t                                  Total























23                112
50                118
45                204
49               239
48                121
45                164
38                195
62                214
48                222
45                181












Range             0-90           18-44         25-58         23-67       91-239           5-95
Mean                 53.57          30.50          45.67          45.60        175.33          46.50
S.D.                  28.83             6.64            8.04             8.65          41.38          31.96
CHF':  Clinical  Evaluaticm of I.anguage  Functicns
PEN:  Producing Names  on Cdrrontation
PI»th:  Producing ltord Associations
PENS:  Producing Model  Sentences
PDrs :  Hoducing Formulated Sentences
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Fable t 4
Califomia Achievclnent  T\est  Scores
Reading           Spel I ing         I.anguage         Mathenatics       Total
Subjectss.S.     %ile        S.S.     %ile      S.S.     %ile        S.S.     %ile      S.S.     %ile
I_=__ ___ _  ------_== i _-== -------- _ _ -------------- _ _ ------ == _-   _ ------------- _-=-I
I            535          68
2             366             3
3             500          50
4             571           84
5            337            I
6             347             2
7             443          22
9             447           24
11             450           25
12             587          89
13             472          36
14             517          59
15             535          68
16             521           61
18             648           98
19             545          73
20             391             6
21             496          48
22             633          97
598          80           590
347             1           434
517           43           514
650          93          643
439           12           444
439           12           378
419              8           518
5]7        72        463
537          53          475
498          34          590
5n 7        7 2        509
479          26          535
459           18           571
556          62          601
517          43           509
598          80          541
439          12          369
598          80          491
517          43          627
84             526          72          537          75


















491           49           490          47
611           98           613          97
471           36           422          13
449           23           392             6
476           39           462           30
500          55          466          33
471           36          458          28
523           70           541           77
497          53           485          44
516          65          507          57
550          84          534          74
526          72          513          72
530           74           534       '  74
543          80          539          76
382             3          365             2
465          32          478          39
566          89           585          93
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Tablet 4  (continued)
California Achievanent T\est  Scores
Reading         Spel I ing         I,anguage       Mathenatics       Tbta I
--    -: --=  ---- i ----------------------------------. 1=-=_____-_===--
Subjectss.S.     %ile      S.S.     %ile      S.S.     %ile      S.S.     %ile      S.S.     %ile
23             512          56          556          62          562          72          510
26             525          63          498          34          509          42          500
27             504          52          577          72          524          51          526
28             579          86          686          97          601          87          562
29             457          28          479          26          487          31          471
30             521          61          556          62          509          42          471
62          514          62
55          498          52
72          511           60
88          582          92
36          460          29
36          489          46
Fange:   337-648  I-98  347-686  I-97  369-643  2-96  382-611  3-98  365-613  2-97
ifean:        497.6     50.4     524.5     47.9     519.8     49.9     501.3     55.4     494.8     51.2
S.D.:           78.9     29.5        75.9     28.2        68.8     28.3        49.2     25.5       60.8     27.8
S.S.:  Scaled  Score
%ile:  Percentile Rank
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Tthle  5
Individual  Academic Grades
































































A-                  3.67
pr                 2.58
a+                  3.58
A-                   3.85
C                      2.15
C-                   2.60
C                       2.00
a-                 2.18
8-                  3.10
C+                    2.68
a-                 3.08
A                      4.00
A-                  3.85
A-                  3.70
C+                    2.18
A-                  3.28
D                        2.18
C                       2.42
A-                  3.78
a-                 3.42
a                    3.50
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Table  5  (Continued)
Individual  Acadenic Grades





C+                    2.98
A                      4.00
a-                 3.35
C-                  2.28
M-= 3.06
S.D.   =  0.66
*GPA -  Grade  Point Average
Conversion  Scale  for Glades;
A=  4.0       A-=  3.7
8+=  3.3    8=  3.0      8-=  2.7
C+=  2.3    C=  2.0       C-=  I.7
m=|.3    D-I.o      IT±.7
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As   is    sham in Table  5,    acadenic grades  as   measured   by
grade  point  average,    range  from 2.00  to  4.00  with a nean  of  3.06
and a  standard deviation of  0.66.
halysis
The   results   of  applying Spearman Rank   Ctrder   correlation
Coefficients    among    the  FTflA,    the CHF,    academic   grades,    and
achievelrent  test scores  are presented  in Tables  6  and  7.
Tb test kypethesis  I,    the relationship between performance
on   thro adolescent  language  tests  vas  analyzed using  the  Spearman
Rank   Order Correlation Coefficient.    Results  show that with   few
exceptions   the correlations between these treasures are   positive
and   significantly different frcm zero.    As  is  shown in Tables    6
and  7,  the degree of Correlation between the individual    subtests
of  the caF`  and  the  FLTA range from no  correlation  (I = -0.066,  p
=    .365)    between   the  fyllabication  subtest   on   the    FTJTA     and
Processing     I.inguistic     Concepts   on   the   CHF   to   a     marked
correlation  (i =  .697,  p =  .001)  between lforphology Competence on
the FTJTA and frocessing oral  Directions on the  CHF`.    There  is    a
marked   degree   of correlation between the overall  scores of   the
OuJ?'    Prcoessing  subtests    and  and  the  FLTA  (i =.832,    p =    .001)
and   between   the cnd?'  Production  subtests  and the FTITA of    (r   =
.782,    I =.001).  As a  result of  this  analysis,  null  hypothesis  1
vas rejected.
Hypothesis    2 vas  tested also by applying the  Spearman Rank
order     Correlation   Coef ficient   to   adolescrmt   language     test
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Tat)|er 6
Correlation Matrix for the HjTA  and  the  CHF  Processing Suhiests
====__         -= = -I_ _ -------- ==------------------------------- I ---------- _ _ ---I-
pENss             pRme                pRlc                  PRRA             plroD             pRsp
-------------------- I -------- =---= =Li ------------------------- _------
as        r=  .239      r=  .356      r=  .18l
p=.102       p=.027       p=.169
re       r-.313
p  =  .046
CX=          r  =   .287
p  -  .062
CP         r  =   .403
p  =   .014
DP         r=   .117
p  =  .269
SY         r=   .316
p  =  .045
GC         r  =   .003
p  -  .495
r=  .484      r=  .267
p=.003       p=.077
r=  .342      r=  .477
p=.032       p=.004
r=  .414       r=  .365
p-.OIL       p=.024
r=   .398       r=  .451
p=  '015      p-.006
r=  .507    r=  .503       r=  .525
p=.002     p=.002       p=.001
r=  .635    r=  .697       r=  .474
p=.001    p=.001       p-.004
r  =  .527    r  =  .454       r  =  .539
p=.001     p=.006       p=.001
r  =  .533    r  a  .603       r  =  .599
p=.001     p=.001       p=.001
r=  .563    r=  .606       r=  .471
p=.001     p=.001       p=.004
r=  .642      r=-0.066    r=  .524    r=  .477       r=  .208
p=.00|       p=.365
r=  .223      r=  .358
p=.||8      p-.026
ID        r=  .29l       r=  .509      r=  .404
p-.059       p=.002      p-.013
p  =   .001     p  =   .004   .    p  =   .135
r=  .403    r=  .340       r=  .528
p=.014     p=.033       p=.001
r=  .485    r=  .415       r=  .339
p=.003     p=.OIL       p=.033---I---+ -.----- ~1 ---- =..i .------.-------------------------------------------- _ _I
OnF':  Clinical  Evaluation  of  I.anguage  F\mctions
PRESS:  Processing ltord and Sentence  Structures
PRIiK=:  Processing  W]rd  Classes
PRIC:  Prcoessing Linguistic Concepts
PRRA:  Processing Relationships  and Ahoiguities
PROD:  Processing  Ctral  Directions
PRSP:  Processing  Spoken  Paragraphs
FIJTA:  F\illefton  I.anguage  Test  for  Adolescents
AS:  Auditory  Synthesis               GC:  Gralmatic  Ccxpetence
M=:  Morphology Catpetenoe          ID:   Idioms
CX=:  Oral  Cfroands
ce :  Convergent Production





Correlation Matrix for the FlflA and the CHF Production  Subtests
PDCIN/bra         PDCN/SFx=       pmth                p"S                pDFs
as        r=  .323
p  =  .041
re       r=  .36|
p  =  .025
CX=          r  =   .322
p  -  .041
ce        r=  .300
p  =  .054
DP        r-.274
p  =  '071
SY         r=   .517
p  =  .002
CK=           r  =   .224
p  =  '117
ID         r=   .186
p  =  '162
r=  .,390      r=  .197
p=.017       p=.149
r=  .512      r=  .388
p=.002       p='007
r=   .398       r=  .315
p=.015       p=.045
r=  .500      r  =  .575
p=.002       p=.001
r=  .473      r=  .653
p-.004      p='00|
r=  .430      r=  .326
r=   .445       r=  .404
p=   .007       p='013
r=  .627       r=  .345
p-.00|      p-.03|
r=  .63l       r=  .301
p=.00|       p=.053
r=  .552       r=  .477
p=   .00|       p=.004
r=  .445       r=  .436
p-.007       p=.008
r=  .364       r=  .309
p=.009       p=.039       p=   .024       p=.048
r=  .218       r=  .305       r=  .416       r=  .253
p='124      p=  '05|      p=  '0||      p=.089
r=  .176       r=  .566       r=   .474       r=  .112
p=.176       p=.001       p=.004       p=.227
OnlF:  Clinical  Evaluation  of  I.anguage  Functions
PEQl^ro:    Producing   Nalnes  on Confrontation^ftfroers
PEN/SEC:  Producing  Names  on Cc)nfrontaion/Seconds
PIHth:    Producing frond Associations
PDMS:    Producing lfodel  Sentences
PDFS :    Producing Formilated Sentences
FTJTA:  F\illefton I.anguage  Tt:st  for  Adolescents
AS :  Auditory  Synthesis
M= :  torphology Ccxpeteney
CX=:   Oral  Carm`ands
CP :  Convergent  Production
DP :  Divergent  Production
SY:  fyllahication
GC:  Grarmatic  Ccxpetence
ID=  Idicus
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Tables  8E- Rank Order correlation Cc>efficients  for Academic Glades
and Alolescent IfLrgrge pe
i.I-==--==-=------`--------+-------------------------------------------
FIffA                                                        OrJi`
Proces sing                Product ion
Reading            r  =.429
p  =   .016
Spelling       .  r  =.495
p  =  '006
Mathematics    r  =  .711
p  =   '001
Ijanguage          r  =.606
p  -  .001
T`c>tal                   r  =   .492
p  =   .003
r  -  .256
p  -  .108
r  -  .364
p  -  .037
r  =  .586
p  =   .001
r  =  .478
p  =   .008
r  =  .487
p  =   .003
r  =  .298
p  =  .074
r  =  .549
p  =  .002
r  =  .602
p  =  .001
r  =  .533
p  =  .003
r  =  .521
p  =  .002
FLIA:  Fullerton I.anguage test  for Adolesoents
OnF`:  Clinical  Evaluation  of  I.anguage  Functions
(
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performance  and acndenic grades.  The results of  this analysis  are
shown  in Table  8.    The  degree  of  correspondence between    academic
grades   in   individual  subject areas  and the  subtests of  the ELTA
and   the caJ3'  range  from a  low correlation  (I =  .256,    p =    .108)
between   reading   grades   and  the CHF Processing  subtests   to   a
I(urked    Correlation    (i   =  .711,    p =  .001)    between   mathen`atics
grades and the  subtests  of  the  FTjTA.    The  correspondence    between
overall    grade    point    average  (CPA)  and  the  FTJTA  (i   =    .492,    p
=  .001)    is moderately positive  and  significantly   different from
zero   as  is  the  relationship between GPA and the  CHF'   Prcx=essing
subtests    (I   =  .487,    p =  .003)  and GPA and the OrF   Production
subtests  (i =    .521,  p =  .001) .  The  results of  these Correlations
reveal  a moderately positive relationship   which is  significantly
different fran zero.  Therefore,  hypothesis  2 vas  rejected.
Finally,    to   test   hypothesis  3,    the  Spearman   Rank   Ctrder
Correlation   Coef ficient   vas used to ccxpare performance on   the
two   adolescent  language tests and achievenent   test   scores.  The
oQrrelations   among  these  three measures,    which are all  pesitive
and significantly different from zero,    are presented  in Table  9.
The   degree of comelation alnong the individual  subtests   of   the
CAT  and  the  FLTA   and  the  CHiF`    range  f ram a moderate  correlation
(I   =    .417,    p =  .019)  betueen  the  CnTLSpelling  subtest  and    the
Production subtests  of  the CHd3' to a high correlation between  the
CATLlfathematics    subtest    and    the  HHA  (E=    .870,    p   =    .001).
correlations among the overall  scones on each instr`nent reveal  a
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Thole  9
_Spearmun B± Order Correlation Coef ficients  for Achievenent Test
Perfom`ance  and Adolescent rmgunge E±
--=-=----=_=----I------------------------------------------
FTjTA                                                           Or,F
Prooe ss ing           Product ion
ChT-R           r=  .747
p  -.001
CAT  -S           r  =   .556
p  =  .002
CAT  -L           r=   .795
p  =  .001
CAT  -M           r=  .870
p  =   '001
CAI'  -T           r  =   .849
p  =   .001
r  =   .801
p  -.001
r  -  .523
p  =  .004
I  -  .748
p  =  '001
r  =  .810
p  -  '001
r  =  .828
p  =  .001
r  =  .630
p  =   .001
r  =  .417
p  =  '019
r  -  .796
p  =  .001
r  =  .780
p  =   .001
r  =  .746
p  =   .001
ELIA:  Fullefton  I.anguage Test  for Adolescents
CHE`:    Clinical  Evaluation of  higuage Functions
CAT:  California  Achieven\ent  Test
CAI'  - R:    California Achievenent Test  - Reading
CAT -S:    California Achievement Test  -Spelling
CAT  - M:    California Achievelnent  Test  - Mathematics
CAT -  L:    California Achieverent Test  -  I.anguage
CAT  - T:    California Achievanent Test  - Total
(
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marked degree  of  correlation between  the  CAT  and both  the  FLTA  (i
=  .849,  p =  .001)  and  the CHF`  Prcoessing  subtests  (i =  .828,  p =
.001)  and Productic]n  subtests   (i =  .746,  p =  .001) .  on  the  basis
of these results,  hypothesis 3 res rejected.
S-
The relationship between overall  performance on the  thro
adolescent  language tests,  acadenic grades,  and achievenent test
scores was  analyzed using  the  Spearman Rank Ctrder Correlation
Coefficient.    The results  indicated that with  few exceptions,  all
relationships     between     these     Treasures   were     positive     and
significatly different from zero,  ranging fran a moderate degree
of   Correlation   between adolescent  language tests   and   acadenic
grades   to a marked degree of  correlation  among   the   ELTA,    OnF
Prcoessing   subtests,    CHF' Production subtests,    and achieverrent
test perfo-ce.
Chapter  5
Stm4AR¥,  DISCussloN,  AND  REccmnmATloNS
_Surmny
The   purpose of this  study vas  to examine the   relationship
of  perf o-ce on the Fullerion Lanqunge Test   for   Adolesa=nts
(Thorun,    1980)  and  the  Clinical  Evaluation of Functicus
(Senel  &  Wiig,1981).    In   addition   performance    on    these    t`ro
langunge   tests   vas conipared to academic  grades  and   achieverrent
test perfo-ce.
The   subjects   in this  study vere  30  sixth   grade   students
ranging  in age  frcm 11  years  6 months to  12  years  5 Ironths with  a
mean    age    of    12    years  I  rronth.
The   FLTA   and the  CHiF were  individually   administered    to
each subject acoording to standardized procedures.  The individual
administration   of   the ELTA tock  45 minutes per  subject and   the
OuJ3` vas  given  in  68 mirmtes  per  subject.
Tb test the hypotheses develaped  for this study,    the   data
mere    analyzed   ky means  of  the Spearman Rank   Ctrder   Correlation
Coefficient   to oanpare the relatichship in   performnce   between
the     tro   adolescent   language   tests,     acadenic   grades,     and
48
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achievarent       test     scores.       With     few       exceptions,       the
intercorrelations   alTung   these   measures were all   positive   and
significantly   different fran zero,    ranging frcm a   moderate   to
marked Correspondence, in performance  armg  the measures.
Discussion
Analysis   of  the  Correlations  between  the FTflA and the   OnF'
revealed   a   marked   degree of  correapondenoe between   these   tie
tests.  This  suggests that individuals who   achieve high scores on
one    language   test wi.Il  also achieve  high soc>res   on   the   other
language test and conversely,    individuals who achieve  lch7 scores
will  achieve  la^7 scores on the other test.    Although   perfomanoe
on   these tests appears to be closely associated,    the   frequeney
and   praportion of youngsters passing and  failing these tests   is
highly   diserepant.    As  is  shown in Table  10,    youngsters  are  not
performing    in   the    same way on  these    twc>   adolescent    language
tests.    If  these tests vere measuring the same  language skills  in
the   salre way,    there  should be  similar  patterns of   performance.
Einrever,    when total  Prcoessing or Production  subtests  soQres   of
the   OnF'   are   exarined,  the PassAail   rates   show   a   cxplete
reversal   in   the   way youngsters perform frcm one   test   to   the
other.    On the FIJTA,  30%  of  the  youngsters taking the  test passed
and  70%  failed,  while on either  the CHF' Processing or froduc±ion
subtests    73%    passed    and    27%    failed.    This    beocmes    scnewhat
changed when the overall  passing and failing rates are Considered
Cne pessible reason for these discrepancies may be that the   test
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Tthle  10
Ftequeney   ep§   Proportion   g£   Passing   ep§   Failing
hi9ua9e and Achievenient Tests
Scores    on
pass ing             Fail ing
Tests                                            Freq       Prop     FTeq     Prop











ltord and Sentence  Structure
ford Classes
Linguistic Concepts
Relationships  and Ahoiguities
Oml  Directions
Speken Paragraphstotal ±ssing
CEIF' Production  Subtests
told Series




















<*Failed   three or rrore subtests by  scoring at  least  I  S.D.
belcw the near.
**Failed   either   Total  Processing,  Total  Prcxfrotion,  or   any
three  subtests  ky scoring below the  20th peroentile.




standardization of these  instr\ments vas established on different
pc)prlations.  Other explanations might  include different  levels of
item   difficulty   for each test and mare  lenient   cntroff   scores
for  the  CHIF  than  for  the  FTJTA.
A   further analysis of  individual  subtests on the two   tests
which     appeared     to     have     similar     Content     revealed     few
correspondenoes     between     the   two     tests.      The     Correlation
cnefficients   for subtests with  sinilar  oontent range from a   low
correlation between Grarmatic  Ccmpetenoe  and Producing Formulated
Sentences  (i =  . 253)  to  a marked  correspondence  between Divergent
Production    and  Producing Word Associations  (r  =  .653).    The  Ctral
GclTmands  (ac)  subtest on  the FTJTA vas  sirilar  in  Content  to   both
the    Processing   oral  Directions  (OD)   (i =  .454)    and    Processing
Linguistic   Ccncepts    (IIC)   (i =  .477)  subtests  on   the   OuF.    As
sham   in Table  10,  the passing and  failing rates  for  these three
subtests  res  scmevhat  similar.    whereas   approxintely  70%  of  the
subjects   passed ac and  OD,    97%  passed IC.    twc)   other    subtests
having  similar  content vere Divergent  Production  (DP)  on  the FTJTA
and    Producing   l^fard Associations     (WA)  on  the  CHF`  (I   =    .653),
horrever,    the   proportion   of  subjects  passing or   failing   these
subtests   vas highly dissimilar.    only  10%  of  the  subjects  passed
Divergerrt     Prduction,      while      77%     passed     froducing     Word
Associations.    Three   subtests measured expressive  syntax or   the
structure of  language,    including  Producing ifedel  Sentences    (MS)
and  Producing Fomilated  Seritences  (FS)  on the  CHF` and Grarmatic
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Conpetenoe  (GC)  on the  ELTA.  The  propertion  of  youngsters  passing
these   t`ro  subtests vas  also dissinilar with  80%  passing MS,    87%
passing  FS,  and  67%  passing G=.
Subtests on the FTJTA with no aparent equivalent on the   CHF
were:      Auditory   Synthesis,    Morphology   Ccmpetence,    Convergent
froduction,    and   Syllabication.    Subtests   on the cHF`   with   no
apparent   equivalents   on   the FIJTA   vere:    Prcoessing   ford   and
Sentence  Structure,    Prcaessing Word Classes,    Processing   Spoken
Paragraphs,    Preducing W]rd  Series,  and Ccnfrontation Naming.
It   seems  evident flcm this analysis,    that for most of   the
subtests    of  the FIJTA and  the CHE`,    the  same  language  skills  are
rot being measured in the  sane way   and in particular,  it appears
that   less  than half of each of  the tests  are even measuring   the
same   skills at all.    This conclusion is  supported further by the
discrepant   perfomanoe   of youngsters frcm subtest   to   subtest.
Therefore,    as a result of these discrepancies   it is recamended
that   the  ELTA and the CHF'  not  be used    interchangeably.    Should
speech   and   language   clinicians decide to   use   these    language
tests,   they   should interpret test results with extrene caution.
The     lrore   different   their   pepulation   is   from     the     test's
standardization population,    the more cautious the interpretation
should b-.
The  cx)rrelations  among  the  overall  scores  on  the    FTJTA,    the
CHF',    and   the   CAT   revealed a moderate   to   marked   degree    of
corresprldence.    As   shcrmi   in Table  10,    the   rate   of    subjects
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passing or failing these  instr`nents  is  inccmsistent.  The passing
and   failing rates  show that youngsters are doing rmuch better   on
the  aIT  than on adolescent  language  tests.  on  the CAT,  87%  of  the
subjects   passed and only 13%  failed.    This could  suggest that on
the FLTA and the CHF`,  youngsters  are performing differently than
on   achievarent tests.    The relationship in performance   is   ITuch
better   betveen   the   CAT   and academic   grades   than   adolescent
language   tests,    since the CAT appears to reflect similar  levels
of  performance as acadenic grades.    The  subjects did much   better
on their grades and on the achieven`ent test.
A   carefully   constrmcted   adolescent   language   test     trust
include   subtests that ref lect the  language acquistions that take
place during adolescence as well  as  the  language skills  necessary
for success in the classroan and in the ocrmmity.   Yet,  there is
little   evidence   that   the FlflA or the our     measure   the   salre
langunge skills  taught in the classroon\.    In   fact,    Correlations
among   these   measures   indicate   only   a   modest   Correspondence
betwreen perfomance.    Tro aapects  of  language arts,    reading   and
spelling   have a  low to moderate Correspondence to perfon[`ance on
adolescent  language tests.   Apparently,  youngsters perform better
in reading and spelling  in the classroon than their oral  language
skills could suggest.  The reason for this may be that there is no
vlfitten   oonponent   on   either  language test     to   represent   the
graLphic  language   skills   being taught   in   the   classroan.    This
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discrepancy   vrould   seem to  ixply that  adolescent  language   tests
are   not   measuring   the skills  teachers believe   are   inpoftant.
Althongh it is recognized that there may be an elenent of  teacher
bias   or   subjectivity which inf luenoes grading,    this is   allrost
inpessible   to eliminate.    Nonetheless,    youngsters appear to   be
doing better in the classroan than on adolescent  language tests.
Re-daticms
As a result of  this  study,  the  following recamendations  for
further  research of  the  FTJTA and the CHF'  are Trade:
I.    This   study should be  replicated on  a  larger   saxple   of
subjects to corroborate the present findings.
2.      focal  norms  should be established  for youngsters  in  the
sixth  through the  twelfth grades on these two adolescent  language
tests .
3.      An    itenanalysis  of  the  CAT,    the  FLTA,    and  the    CHF
should   be rude to account for the discrepancies in test   results
between the tests.
4.     A   content analysis  of  the  language  acts curriculum   in
the classroan should be carried out to account for the divergence
in     performance   betwreen   the   adolescent    language   tests     and
classroan achieven\Emt.
5.      Spontaneous    language    saxpling  should be  .enployed    to
establish   a correspondence between everyday  language  use and  the
language of  adolescent  language  tests.
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Parental  Consent  Form
- Parents:
lie   would    like to involve  your child  in a   study   oclrparing
four   adolescent   language assessm`ent tests.    We feel  this    study
will     help   the   classroan   teacher   and     the     speech-language
specialist   ky:    (a)    providing an adequate assessment   tool    for
measuring   language abilities  in the adolescent,    (b)  aiding   the
speech-language   specialist in recognizing and   helping   children
with   specific    language   needs,    and  (c)  helping   the   classroan
teacher.   to s`Jpplenent  language ails  skills  of   adolesoents   with
language growth needs.
The   four tests to be used in this study are:
Fivaluntion
AIolescmt
e£   IIanguage
_Language,  the
Func*iorrs ,      the
Fullefton
and   the Test of Adolescent
IJanquage
the   Clinical
screening  nI    e£
Test for Adolescents,
I.anguage.    testing will  interfere   as
little   as possible with jxpoftant classroon\ activities and   will
in no ray affect your child's  grades.  Ncne of the results will  be
seen by any  unauthorized perscms.
once   again,    this   project   will   aid   the   speech-language
specialist   in   finding an adequate  language assessm`ent tool    for
the   adolescent and will not be used for    labeling   children.    To
'
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carry out this  study,  ve need your consent.  If  you are willing to









Subjects     test  I             Test  2             Test  3                  T\est 4
1                ELRA
2CFT
3             roEL   (I)
4                FTJIA
5CFT
6            Ton  (I)
7               ELTA
8CFT
9               ELTA
10               ELIA
11-
12              ELIA
13               FLTA
14             CRE
15               FLTA
16                FTJIA
17             CRE
18              FLIA
19               FLTA
2 0            CFT
21               FLTA
2 2               ELTA
TQAL   (I)             roAL   (G)
ELTA                       TQAL   (I)
FTJTA                         TQAL   (G)
roAL   (I)             FOAL   (G)
FLTA                      TQAL   (I)
FLIA                       TQAL   (G)
TQAL   (I)               T`QAL   (G)
ELTA                       TQAL   (I)
TQAL   (I)             roAL   (G)
roAL   (I)             TOAL   (G)
Tug  (I)           FLTA
TQAL   (I)              TQAL   (G)
TQAL   (I)              TQAL   (G)
FTJTA                        TQAL   (I)
TQAL   (I)              TQAL   (G)
TQAL   (I)              TQAL   (G)
Ton  (I)          FLnA
TQAL   (I)              TOAL   (G)
TQAI.   (I)              TQAL   (G)
Ton  (I)          ELIA
TQAL   (I)             roAL   (G)
























Q±e= g£ testing  (Continued)
Subjects     Test  1             Test  2             Test  3                   Test  4
23            CFT
2 4                FTJIA
2 5              ELIA
26-
27             CRT
2 8               ELTA
29             CRT











roEL   (G)
Tug  (I)
TOAI   (I)
Tug  (G)
roEL   (I)
Ton  (G)




roEL   (G)
CRE
TCEL   (G)
EIRE
ELTA:  Ful lerton  lianguage  test  for Adolescents
CHF`:  Clinical  Evaluation  of I.anguage  Functions
TQAL  (G) :  Test  of  Adolescent  Ianguage   (Group)
TQAL  (I ) :  Test of  Adolescent I.anguage  (Individual)
AVPENI)IX  C
|iescTipticn 9£ FEE Subtests
besoription Q£ EEE Shotests
The-(1980)
Subtest Ei Auditory  Synthesis  (20  itens)
Assesses  the ability to synthesize phonenic  sounds  or   units
of   sound   that are presented separately  in a irord or   utterance.
Part   A:    Phonenes  - a  series  of  phonenes  are  spoken at  intervals
ky the examiner,    requiring  the  individual  to blend  the   phonenes
together to produce  actual  or  nonsense \rords.
Part 8:  Syllables - a  series  of  syllables  are  spcken at intervals
and   blended   together   into   actual  or   nonsense   words   by   the
student .
Subtest EEi Morphology Coxpetenoe  (20  itens)
Assesses   the ability to analyze  the Irorpholcgical   elenents
of words  and to use  theri correctly.    The examiner presents  a i^rord
orally   to   the   individual   who   uses   it   in   an   utterance   to
derronstrate understanding of  the rord and its rrorphological  rule.
Part   A:    Suffixes  -  contains  5  root irords  and a variety of  bound
ITapherres .




Subtest  Ill:  Oral  Ocrmands  (20  items)
Assesses the ability to performi a nuhoer of  tasks that   vary
in  length and  syntactical  ccxplexity.
Stotest EL Cbnvergent froduction  (75  items)
Assesses the ability to identify,   retrieve,   and fomulate
responses  to different words wi.th  specific meanings.  The examiner
says  a  key vrord  such  as  "male"  or  "mail"  and  asks  for  as  many
definitions  of the \rord as possible.
Subtest V:  Divergent Prcduction  (5  items)
Assesses  the ability to categorize,  retrieve,  and formulate
responses  that  satisfy senantic  expansion  jlTposed by context.  The
individual   is presented wi.th  five dif ferent categories  and   ITust
name  as  many members  of  each  category  as  possible  in  20  seconds.
Subtest ]Z=i Syllabication  (20  items)
Assesses   the   ability to identify syllables and to   detect
the  mhoer of  syllables  in words.
Subtest  VII:  Grarmratic Ccxpetency  (20  items)
Assesses   the   ability   to   identify   whether   a     sentence
presented   orally   is grartratically Correct or incorrect   and   to
correct  it when appropriate.
Subtest  VIII:  Idicms  (20  iten`s)
Assesses   the ability to identify the underlying meaning of
utterances  that Ir`ay have  several meanings.
AP-IX D
description g£ gr Subtests
-iption 9£ gr Subtests
S-I  & Wiig  (1981)
Subtest I: P-sirxp ltord and Sentence Stmcture
Assesses the ability to prcoess  and  interpret selected word
and   sentence   stmctures.    The itenE   probe:    (a)    prepesitional
phrases,     (b)  pronouns,     (c)  verb  tenses,     (d)  regular  nouns,   (e)
noun   possessives  in  indirect object   transformations,    (f )    noun
phrases   wi.th   modifier  sequences  including  four   adjectives    (g)
explicit     negation,      (h)    passive   transformations,      (i)      wh-
interrogatives,    (j)    indirect object transformations,    and  (k)
relative clause transformations with  "chedding".    There are four
pictures,   with   one providing an accurate representation of   the
meaning   of   the  stimulus  sentence and three   foils.    A   pointing
response  is required.
Subtest || :  proa=ssing tord Classes
Evaluates   the   ability to perceive   relationships   between
verbal     concepts   by   identifying   cord   pairs   which   are   fran
different but related subclasses.  The cord pairs to be  identified
represerit one or more of the following:     (a)  senantic  class,    (b)




Subtest Ill: Processing Itinguistic Concepts
Fivaluntes   the   ability   to   process   and   interpret     oral
directions   which   contain linguistic concepts requiring   lcgical
operations  such as:    and,    either...or,  and  if...then.  Requires  a
pointing  response.
Suttest Iv :  Processing Relationships eps froiguities
Evaluates   the   ability   to process and   interpret   lngiccr
grammatical      and      ahoiguous    sentences     which     contain:       (a)
oonparative,     (b)  passive,   (c)  tenporal-Tsequential,   (d)  familial,
(e)  analagous  relationships,     (f )  idioms  and metaphors,    and    (g)
proverbs.    Items  probe:    (a)  sinltaneous  analysis  and  synthesis
ability,    (b)  logical  processing ability,    and  (c)  the ability to
grasp the abstract meaning of cords  in  figurative  language.  A yes
or no response  is  given.
Subtest v:  processing Onl  Directiorrs
Evaluates   the ability to interpret,    recall,   and   execute
oral   ocrmands   of  increasing  length and   cxplexity,    The   itens
probe:    (a)    the   retention and recall  of   verbal   directions   of
increasing   level,    (b)    the analysis,    synthesis,  and recall   of
adjective  sequences of  increasing  length,    (c)  the interpretation
and   recall   of  serial position,   and  (d)  the interpretation   and
recall of  left/right spatial orientation.  All  25 oral  ccnmnds
require a pointing response.
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Subtest VI :  Hocessing Spaleen Paragrachs
Evaluates   the   ability   to prcoess   and   interpret   speken
parag]:aphs and recall  salient  inforl(`ation   presented,    requiring:
(a)  knowledge of  the vocabulary,  (b)  ability to process  syntactic
structure,      (c)   ability   to   abstract   salient   infomration   in
paragraphs,    and    (d)  retention and recall  of   details.    Contains
four   paragraphs,    requiring   a verbal  response that is   recorded
verbatim cm  the  score  fom.
Subtest VII: prducing E2± Series
Assesses the acairaey,    flueney,  and speed in recalling and
producing selected auton`atic-sequential rord series.   The   itens
probe:    (a)  the availability of  selected \rord  series  in  long tern
memory,    (b)    accuracy   in the recall  and retrieval  of   autormtic
serial    language,    and  (c)  speed of  retrieval  and   production   of
selected   vrord   series.   Requires  accurate,    rapid recall  of   the
names  of  the days  of  the vedc  and the names  of  the rronths  of   the
year.  Responses  are  scored for aocuraey and  speed.
Stotest VIII: prrfucing E± qu confrontation
Designed to evaluate acouraey,  fluency,  and  speed  in naming
colors,    forlns,    and   Color.-form ochoinations  in   a   sustained
confrontation naming task.   This  subtest probes:    (a)  accuracy in
the   rapid retrieval  of  cmmc>n vurds,    (b)  flueney and agility in
formilating   rords   in   rapid   naming,    and    (c)    speed   of   irord
identification and retrieval.   Perfont`anoe cm this test reflects:
(a)    rord   finding prchlens,    and  (b)  the  speed   and   flueney   of
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naming,   measured   by   the   tchal  tine required to   cxplete   the
narfug prasess.
Subtest |x:  prrfucing E2± dsariations
Evaluates the   quantity   and   quality of   the   retrieval   of
senantically   related   vrord   series  frcm   long   term   nerrory.    It
probes:    (a)    flueney   and flexibility in  identifying RErfers   of
seriantic   classes,    (b)  speed of identification   of   senantically
related   vrords,    (c)    use   of   associative   grouping   strategies.
Assesses   prduction   of   tro senantically related   cord   series,
foods     and   animals.     The   task   requires   identification     and
production   of as many class mfroers   as possible within a   sixty
second period  for  each senantic  class.    Responses  are  judged with
respect   to quantity for each serrantic class and for   quality   by
the   n\hoer   of  subclasses named and shifts between   the   various
sulx:lasses .
Subtest X:  Producing lfodel Sentena=s
Assesses     the   child's   productive   control   of     sentence
stnicture     in   a   sentence   repitition   task.     It   features   23
senantically   and   structurally appropriate sentences   and   seven
items   with violations  in  eyntactic  structure and   meaning.    This
subtest   probes:    (a)    linguistic ampetence,    (b)  retention   and
recall  of  sentence structure,    (c)  dapendeney on semantic  content
and consisteney for retention and recall,    and  (d)  resistance   to
deviations  in meaning and stmc*ure in the jmediate recall  of
cord sequence.
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Subtest XI : prcxfucing Fomnilated Sentences
Evaluates   the   ability to fomulate and produce   sentences
vwhen trord  and  sentence  fonn choices  are  limited and when sanantic
and  eyntactic Constraints  are  introduced kyy a cord which mist   be
included.   Probes   aspects of  language related to requition   of
constraints     on     cord     selection     and     sentence     structure,
identification,      sequencing     and     production  .of     cords     and
concepts,     and     identification       and   recall   of     appropriate
grarmatical  sentence st"cture.  Responses are scored for level  of
structural  complexity.
AppErolx  E
Correlation Matrix  for  the  FTJTA
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Correlation Matrix for the FTA
FMc                FOG                Fee                FDp                 FSB                FGc                FIB
i_____ ___=i _ _ _ ----. i ------------------- _i--=L---I-i ------ i_ i---=== ----- = -_ ----------
Eas      r  =  .734    r  =  .478    r  =  .630    r  =  .221    r  =  .628    r  =  .347    r  a  .267







r=  .496    r
p  =  .003    p
.648    r  =  .424    r  =  .598    r  =  .229    r  =  .447
'001     p  =   .010     p  =  .001     p  =   .112    p  =   .007
r  =  .711     r  =  .412    r  =  .275    r  =  .358    r  =  .189
p  =  .001     p  =   .012    p  =   .071    p  =   .026    p  =  .158
r  =  .469    r  =  .419    r  =  .370    r  =  .429
p  =   .004     p  =  .OIL     p  =   .022    p  =  .009
r  =  .369    r  =  .376    r  =   .374
p  =  .022    p  -  '020    p  =  .021
r  =  .233    r  =  .318
p  =   .108    p  =   '043
r  =  .230
p =  .Ill
---i-i.  -i--===-= ---- =L_--I ---- _ L-_  .--.---------------------  =      ----------     I  I .  _ ___
FIJIA:  Fullefton I.anguage Test  for Adolescents
FAS :  Auditory  Synthesis
FM= :  rorphology  Ccxpetenoe
Far:  Oral  Ccrmands
Fce :  Cbnvergent Production
FDP :  Divergent Production
FSB:  Syllabication
FGC :  Grarm`atic  Ccxpetence
FID:  Idicms
APPENDIX  F
Correlation Matrix for the - frcxrssing Subtests
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correlation Matrix for the CRE Pr-sing Subtest
---------------- I ------------- i ----------- _-I-I ----- I i    ---- I._---__-__ __==_______
PREC                        PRIC                        PRRA                     PRCD                     PRSP-------------------,------.--------------------------=.---------------I----i_
HtwTSS           r  =  .396              r  =  -0.054         r  =  .335





r --  .Cn7           I --  .5S]
p=.343             p=.00|
r  =  .545
p  =   .001
r=  .||9         r=  .17|
p-.265           p=  '183
r=  .417           r=  .196
p=.011           p-.150
r=  .378           r  =  .478
p=.020           p=.004
r=  .617           r=  .62l
p-.00|          p=.00|
r  =  .497
p  =  '003
OnF`:  Clinical  Evaluation  of  I.anguage  F\mctions
PENSS:  Processing ltord and  Sentence  Strmcture
PRE:  Etooessing ltord Classes
PRIC:  Processing I,inguistic Concepts
PRRA:  Processing Relationships  and Ahoiguities
PROD:  Processing Ctral  Directions
msp:  Processing apcken Paragraphs
APPFREIX  G
Correlation Matrix for the CHF Production subtests
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Correlation Matrix for the HRE Production Subtests
1~ ---- _. _ ,-.,--- _._ ---- =-=+ ----- _ ------------------------- i ---.-------- _.-. ______-+-:--I --
PDCN/sEc            pmm                    pl"S                   pDrs
--=-== -------,------------ ==r-- _ _ ------------------------------ =L ------------ _ _ -
PDCN/lro      r=.577              r  =.410




r  =  .497
p  =  '003
r=  .394           r=  .09l
p=.016            p=.316
r=  .259           r=  .457
p=.083           p=.006
r  =  .437           r=  .288
p-'008          p=  .06|
r  =  .276
p  =  .070
caF`:  Clinical  Evaluation of  I.anguage  F\mctions
PENAO:  Producing Names  on Confrontation^hfroer
PEN/SEX=:  Producing  Names  on  Cbnfrontation/Seconds
Prm:  Producing ltord Associations
P"S :  Producing lfodel  Sentences
PDFS :  Producing Formulated Sentences
AI?pErolx  H
Correlation     Matrix   for   theTsubtEisCFT   Prcxrssing
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Production  Subtests
pRmss                   pRIiro                pRlc                PRRA                PRCD                pRsp
PDCN/N0         r=-0.030       r=.313       r=  .006
p=       .439       p=.046       p=.487
PDCN/SEX:       r=.017            r=.384       r=.187
p=.464           p=.018       p=.16l
PINth                r  =  .262            r  =  .458       r  =   .273
p=.08|           p-.006      p=.072
PDMS                r=   .12l            r=  .313       r=   .654
p=.262           p=.046       p='00|
PDFS                r  =  -0.109       r  =  .282       r  =  .263
p=       .284       p=.065       p=.080
r=  .258       r=  .477       r=   .225
p=.084       p=.004       p-.116
r=  .468       r=  .688       r=   .327
p=.005       p-.00|       p=.039
r=   .512       r=   .651       r=   .374
p=.002      p=.00|      p-.02|
r=   .571       r=  .567       r=   .523
p=.00|       p=.00|       p=.002
r=  .406       r=  .407       r=   .576
p=.013       p=.013       p=.00|
--__I ---== ---.- === ----------- === --------------------------------.-.--------.-.-----------
CHF:  Clinical  Evaluation of I.anguage Functions
PENSS:  Processing Vford  and  Sentence  Structure
PRIro:  Prcoessing ford Classes
PRIC:  Processing I.inguistic Concepts
PRRA:  Prcoessing Relationships  and Ahoiguities
PRCD:  Processing Oral  Directions
PRSP:  Prcaessing  Spoken  Paragraphs
PEN/ro :  Producing Names  cn Confrontation/ N`froer
PEN/SH::  Producing Names  on Confrontation/Seconds
PIE:  Producing t^ford Associations
PENS:  froducing lfodel  Sentences
PDFS :  Prciducing  Fomulated  Sentences
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